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fying cerebral opprssion from malairated blood, and gra-
dually deepening, as the case advances, into the perfect
coma, with or without convulsions, which closes the scene.

Detached portions of false membrane, sometimes of a
tubular form, and of considerable size, are, it is well known,
occasionally ejected during an attack of croup; but it is
matter of common observation that, in general, no favour-
sble - tguq i derivable from the circumstance, for that it
-ocurs oftenest towards the close of a hopeless case. Does
not this tell us of relaxation of the glottidean constriction,
delayed until irretrievable injury has been done to the
brain by the prolonged circulation through it of non-arte-
zialised blood I

The presence of false membrane in the lower part of the
trachea and in the bronchi, with copious mucus or muco-
purulent secretion in these situations, are appearances more
especially appertaining to the asthenic variety of the same
disease, to cases comparatively slow in their course, and
little marked by cessations and aggravations of dyspnoea;
because in these the inflammation has been more moderate
in deg,ree than in the more acute form, and has excited a
less energetic contraction of the glottidean imuscles, allow-
ing time for the extension of the morbid action and its re-
sults farther down the tube.
A remarkable regularity, as regards the time of invasion

of the developed stage of croup, has been noted by all
writers on the subject, and is indeed a well known charac-
teristic of the disease. In one case, the premonitory catar-
ThaI symptoms may be present for a day or two preceding;
for about the same length of time, in another, slight unea-
siness in the throat may be complained of, and, if this have
attracted notice, inspection may reveal the diphtheritic
exudatlon, with surrounding redness on the tonsils and
uvula; in a third, the little patient may have retired to rest
in apparently perfect health; but, in all, the probability is,
that the first announcement of the accession of the stage in
question of this malady-the first hard ringing cough-
will occur early in the night, and during sleep; and the
same proclivity to nocturnal invasion or aggravation of
stridor, although it has excited more general attention in
this the most common disease of the class, is observable,
and has also been recognised, in the other forms of laryngo-
tracheal inflammation.

The explanation of this peculiarity will flow from the
doctrine above advanced regarding the ratiomile of stridu-
lous cough and respiration. " Volition", says Dr. MJarshall
Hall (On the Diseases and Dera?kqements of the Nervous
Sy'stene, p. 254), "has a constant influence over some of the
muscular actions, of which we are almost unconscious, and
which we only discover by carefully observing the effects of
its subtraction. The acts of respiration, originating, as they
do, in the reflex function of the spinal marrow, are neverthe-
less regulated and rendered equable by this silent but con-
stant influence and agency of volition." And thus a degree
of inflammatory action in the laryngeal mucous membrane
which is insufficient to excite the glottidean contraetion,
when the muscular apparatus concerned in it is under the
full control of the cerebral systemn, will be adequatc to the
production of the act in question, during sleep, when this
-controlling power is greatly in abeyance.*

[To be continued.J
Keith, July 1l354.

* As might be anticipated, a similar tenidency will be founid to exist in
oiter affections involving the perversion, or morbitl excitation of the retlex
function-exaniples of which muust ofteni present theiaselves to the medictl
Lactitioner. A familiar one may be menitioned, occunring iu sonie cases of
racture, ill which the patienit no sooner dIrops asleep thaii he is aroused by
,paiuful twitlhiugs in the iuuscles of the injured part, whiih cease wlimn lie is
wide awake, onily to recur when he begius to dose again-unless the exciLo.
motor system, which, in the language of its discoverer, " niever sleeps", can
be coaxed into temporary quiescence by the adminiistratiou of ani opiate. A
somewhat whimsical exemplificattion of this physiological latw is occasioually
experieniced by a frieiid of the writer in his own personi. When A corn, situ-
ated on the lateral aspect of the little toe of his righit foot, hais attained a cer-
tain size, he cannot go to sleep, if he reclinie omi the right side-so as tn allow
'the exerescenice to rest upon the bed-without the certainitv of beinzg ilnnic-
diately aftter aroused by a sudden and power'itl coiitraction btit accoinpamiied
by no feeling of pain) of the flexors of the thigh and leg of the extreniilty onj
which his tormentor is located; and he can onily escape a repetitioii of thje
*nnoyauce, When he resumes his nap, by so supporting the right foot with
Ahe other as to ward off pressure from the teider too, or by lying on his other
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PART I.
TRE simple fact, that the horizontal position of the body
affords oftentimes marked and ilmmediate relief to those
serious symptoms which follow upon a sudden failure in the
action of the central organ of the circulation, is so often
observed and so generallv known, that it ranks in popularity
with the well understoo"d medical truths, salts purge and
opium stupifies. But I do not know that any very signal
and distinct attempt has ever been made by the physiologi-
cal inquirer to explain the principles on which this excellent
and simple remedial measure produces its good effects.

One view, however, on this subject has fixed itself in the
professional mind, and this view, though it has an indirect
source anid is used more for explaining and streng,thening
other theories than as illustrating specially the mode in
which the recumbent position becomes useful in syncope,
requires to be carefully and thoroughly refuted before an
explanation of the simple fact can be entered oII at all.

The view to which I refer, is that which presumnes that,
during failure of the circulation, the nervous system, sharing
seriously in the depression, fails to supply the heart with
nervous power; that, by laying the head low, in such cases,
the blood is allowed to flow more freely to the brain and
medulla; and that these centres, regaining energy by this
process, react on the heart and supply it with renewed vigour.
The theory here supplied has been spoken of by many

authors. Thus, Dr. Alison of Edinburgh, in his excellernt
work, Outline.s of Pathology and Practice, p. 536, says,
"When, therefore, we see a fit of syncope or a tendencv
to it, brought on either by loss of blood, or by purging, or
by sweating, or by alteration of the distribution of the
blood, as by drawing(r off the fluid in ascites, we may reason-
ably iufer that the immediate cause of the complete failure
of the heart's action is not the mere diminution of the
stimulus acting on the heart, but a change in the condition
in the nervous system."

"This secondary action or reaction on the heart," he con-
tinues, "of diminished pressure on the brain (originally
consequent in some cases on deficient action of the heart
itself) is vcry important to be kept in mind in all specula-
tions as to syncope; and explains the well-known effect of
the horizontal posture, not only on the nervous symptoms
in syncope, but on the affection of the heart itself. This,"
he remarks, "is one of the considerations formerly cited to
prove, that, in the living body, the actions of the heart are
subject to au injh'ence and controtl, from certain changes
which take place in the nervous systemn; and which seem to
extend over the whole of that system, and to act at a
peculiar advantage on the heart, as an organi connected
through the ganglionic nerves, with all parts of the cerebro-
spinal axis."

In the article on Syncope in the Cyclopcealia of Practical
fed:` ine, Dr. Ash says that "the recumbent position is

gene! tlly found to promote recovery, apparently by facili-
tating the restoration of the cerebral circulation."

Sir George Lefcvre, in his work bearing the remarkable
title of An Apoloqyfor the Nerves, makes also the following

side-the dorsal deculiiti's beitl, inade ca'iare t,m him by the hma' Ephialtes.
For somie timie after tbe corn lias beeni pared, or " picked", lie may enjoy his
favourite postntre in bedl, secuire *without precatutiou, from tile attacks of this
erinemy to his repose.
'TlaLt souise diseases liave a dlispositiont to nrise, bw preferemiee, at iiight, is

an oldl observaoioti. "Nommllll.4 adouritur," says Ileberdeti, "post lrimum
sounni teinpus; quodt in milorbis ex distetiseonoi lfr'(pieus est." Probably
these vnoirbm ex diidetesiuc are of the cInass to whiichi tie tbre-oing remarks
habe refereicte-atk'ctiomis it examininig, wlosa proinitIent elmaracteristic, I
have employed a li lht which lies illumliniced maiy of tihe duark places of pato.
logy-that supplied us by the labours of thle illustrious marshall llall.
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ORIGINAL COMMUNCATIOt8. JTTL 7,

remauk in speaking of syncoje: ]Let us give to the blood
its due in restoring the heart s action. In its retreat from
the brain it is choked up in the citadel, congested in the
extremities. It cannot overcome the laws of gravity, having
lost its via d tergo; and as the difficulty is increased by the
rect, we seek relief mechanically by placing the patient in
the recumbent posture, that the blood may flow more freely
in a horizontal line." This disposition to swooning in an
erect position, from robbing the brain of its usual quantity
of,blood, is illustrated satisfactorily (according to Sir George)
in the following case :-"A lady, past the middle age, was so

subject to faint when in the erect posture that she was,
although otherwise in good health, confined to her bed and
sofa; as soon as she attempted to rise she felt faint or even
swooned. The cause of this phenomenon for a long time
baffled the skill of her medical attendant, till, by some acci-
dent, he discovered that she had immensely varicose veins in
both legs; and in the erect posture these became reservoirs
for the blood, which accumulated too much in them to be
propelled forward; hence the balance of the circulation was
deranged, and the brain, robbed of its usual quantity, mani-
fested symptoms of its weakness. By the application of
proper banda-es, which supported the vessels in an erect
posture, this A'istressing affection was overcome."

I could adduce many other authorities of great reputation
who have endeavoured to illustrate further the theory here
noticed; but I need not do so, inasmuch as a few moments of
quiet reflection must afford to every one, who has the most
general idea of the dynamical laws of the circulation, proofs
of the fact that in the mere absence of the pulsating and
regulatine power of the heart, there can be no continued
flow of blood to any organ of the body, however much the
position of the body may be modifed.
The very case referred to by Sir G. Lefcvre corroborates

this fact; and it is quite marvellous how he should have
been led to any such conclusion as that which he has given.
There is no doubt that in the case he mentions the brain
did not receive its due share of blood; but this was second-
ary to the fact that the propelling power of the heaxt had
been to a great extent lost, through the mechanical impedi-
ment that existed in the course of the circulation. The
bandage over the enlarged veins met this difficulty; and
the heart, receiving a more free current of blood from the
lower part of the body, which no longer acted as a capacious
reservoir, had its action in no way suspended. But is it not
obvious that blood detained in the lower extremities could not
reach the brain without first passing through the chambers
of the heart, and subsequently, under the influence of ven-
tricular contraction, through the cerebral vessels? And is
it not equally obvious, that if the mechanical support
afforded by the bandage enabled the heart's stroke to be
maintained with sufficicnt energy to feed the vessels of the
head with blood, the result desired was obtained, and that it
can be explained without, the necessity of having recourse
to the idea of the maintenance of a nervous current or any
other imaginary force ?
But the theory may be objected to on other grounds:

for it is easy to prove that if the failing heart really did
receive some form of renewed force directly from the brain
upon the body being laid horizontally, such force could
not in the majority of cases re-establish the circulation; and
this for the simple reason, that it is in vain to make the
heart exert its contractile force, unless it be supplied at the
same time with material on which to spend its exertions.
In simple words, an empty heart cannot pour forth blood.
Now, in a large number of cases of syncope in which the
recumbent position does good, the circulation fails for the
simple reason that the heart, being robbed of its blood, not
only has nothing left to stimulate it to contraction, but has
nothing left to propel. Hence in desperate cases, in addition
to la'ying the body horizontally, we not uncommonly resort
with good reQults to the operation of transfusing new blood
into the exhausted vessels. But who would say that we
thus drive the new blood into the system for the first and
immediate purpose of stimulating the nervous centres by
bringing blood into direct contact with them I The idea is

absurd-we throw in the blood that we may flU the heart
with its own natural stimulus; and if we succeed at all M
the operation, we do so because the heart receives and re-
sponds to the draught of life with which we have favoured it.

I doubt not but that much of the importance of the
theory I am now refuting has arisen out of the observation,
that a fainting person soon recovers consciousness after being
laid in the recumbent position. In this observation, however,
the actual connexion which exists between the restora-
tion of consciousness and the recovery of the heart from itas.
state of prostration has been misconstrued and inverted; i. e.,
an effect has been mistaken for a cause. I do not wish to,
say that too much importance can be attached to the return
of the mind's active functions; but I am anxious to uphold.
the idea that however wonderful, inscrutable, and immate-
rial those functions may be, which we are wont to include
under the general term consciousness, they submit like
every thing clsc to what is at least temporary change, under
the influence of those laws by which the material operations
of the body are carried on. This is the case in syncope;
whenever consciousness ceases during failing states of the
circulation, it ceases in proportion with and as a consequence
of the failure in the circulation; and what is more to the
point, whenever consciousness returns after a syncope, it
returns in proportion with and as the result of the return of
the heart's action. In this light we may place conscious-
ness side by side with common sensation, voluntary muscular-
action, and the development of animal heat.
The truth of the position I here take I have corroborated.

over and over again while observing syncopal conditions,
both in the human subject and in animals of an inferior
grade; and any other practitioner, who wishes to observe
the same facts, need only watch carefully and without bias
the recovery of a patient from a profound syncope. He will
then find that the first and main sign of recovery is the-
return of the heart's beat, and that consciousness, warmith,
and muscular action are always secondary to this phenome-
non; muscular movements appearing first, as a general rule,
consciousness second, and warmth last. These observations
indicate to a great extent, if not definitely, that the heart's.
action is repeated independently of any influence derived
from the cerebro-spinal axis; since, as it is acknowledged by
all that the encephalon and spinal cord are the only organs
through which the mental faculties, sensation and volition,.
are manifested, it follows that such manifestations should
always precede the restoration of the circulatory movements,
if the latter depended on some kind of influence derived
from the great centres of the nervous system.
Or take a contrary view, derived from the observation of

another class of cases. It sometimes happens that the action
of the heart fails in the most serious manner, while the func-
tions of the nervous system remain in every respect perfect_
Patients will not only often feel exceedingly faint, but will
actually be so, with the heart's action at the lowest possible
pitch compatible with the smallest remnant of life, and yet.
the mind will remain perfectlycollected and calm. I have ob-
served this often in cases of rapid husmorrhage, and it is by
no means uncommon in the sinking stages of exhausting-
diseases. In cholera cases, this occurrence sometimes stands.
out remarkably; especially in those instances where death
takes place rapidly from the free and continuous alvine dis-
charges, which, as Dr. Cormack has recently observed in his.
able essay on Cholera, reduce the system after the manner
of a hemorrhage; and a case of another kind has recently
been related to me by Dr. Snow, in which, after the per-
formance of a serious surgical operation, under the influenoee
of chloroform, the patient, when consciousness had fully-
returned, became alarmingly faint, with the pulse almost;
imperceptible, and the heart scarcely audible; the mind at
the same time remaining perfectly active, collected, and
calm.*

* The deaths of Lucan and Seneca, whieh form so marked a figure In
Roman history, were remarkable as showing how long tho mind will remain
entire during loss of blood. It will be remembered that both these distin-
guished men were destroyed by the operation of opening the reins. Th*
veins of Luicau were opened in a warm bath, and when he felt himself ink-
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It i pep. bot fir to pro. the point too fr, that, in
m such a d ibd, the functions of the nervous

system remain rwhile the action of the heart is
inconstant and pro ated; inasmuch as the mere retention
of the mental fculties do<es not prove that all the nervous
functions we unimpaired. But the cases at least illustrate
that there may exist the most serious derangement in the
action of the circulating organ, without any correspond-
ig and proportionate disturbance of the cerebral mani-
le.tations.

Moreover, the brain, and indeed the whole of the cerebro-
spinal axis, may be absent from abnormal development;
and yet the circulation shall exist during all the period of
intra-uterine life, and occasionally for some time afterwards.
In such instances, we have ample evidence, not only that
-the heart has pulsated without the assistance of spinal cord
and braiu, but that it has done its work with sufficient
power and regularity to carry on a Tery extensive and
-efficient nutritive process. The existence of acephalous
monsters forms in truth one of the most important and
least understood facts, with which the physiologist has to
deal; since it points out how very much can be effected
with the nervous system in the lowest state of development,
during conditions in which the active and independent
functions, not of the mind alone, but of digestion and re-
spiration, are unrequlired. At all events, the inference is
ear, that the inability to support an independent life on

the part of the newly born acephalous monster does not
occur because the heart cannot continue to beat in the ab-
sence of the nervous centres, but because the other leading
organs are unable to add their share of labour to the com-
mon task.*

The experiments of Wilson Philip and Fleurens, in which
they removed the spinal cord and brain, and, by support-
ing respiration artificially, kept the heart pulsating, are a
further confirmation of the truth that the heart claims no
direct dependence on the cerebral spinal axis. Wilson Philip
remarks, that when the whole of the spinal cord and brain
are removed by the knife, from an animal that has been
rendered senseless by a blow on the head, and whose re-
.spiration is supported artificially, the heart continues to
pulsate, though the beat is thereby rendered very feeble.
It cannot be cause for wonder that the heart beat should
be feeble under such circumstances. For, in the first place,
-the amount of blood lost during the operation of sweeping
out the brain and spinal cord is no slight matter.t Se-
-condly, artificial respiration, however cleverly performed,
is a very inadequate representation of natural respiration.+
And thirdly, it must be remembered that the digestive pro-~cess is suspended during the whole proceeding-a process
which, though of less immediate importance, is in the end
as vital as either respiration or distribution of blood. For,
before any absolute fact could be arrived at, as to the influ-
once of artificial respiration in supporting the heart's move-

ing from the drain of blood, he repeated some of his own verses, descriptive
of a wounided soldier sinking in a similar manner.

Tacitus tlhus describes these events. Seneca liaving been condemnied to
die, and his wife determininig to die with bim--" eodem ictu bracluia ferro
-easolvunt. Seneca, quonians seniile corpus et parvo victu teniuatuni lenta
effugia sanguini prsbebat, cruruin quoque et poplitum veuas abhrupit.
Sevisque cruciatibus defessus, ne Jolore suio sniuiumui uxoris infringeret,
atque ipse visendo ejus tormenta ad imnpatienktiun delaberetur, suadet in
halid cubiculinm abscedere. Et novissimo quoque momento suppediltuite
eloquentia, advocatis scriptoribus pleraque traulidit, qine,, in vulgus edits
ejus verbis, inivertere supersedeo." (Tacituts, AIInFIal. lib. xv, j 1.3.)

" ELxi M. Anneei Lucanii cmdem imperaL Is produei;te sanguine, ubi
1rigescere pedes manusque et paulatim ab extremis cedere spiritum, fervido
adhuc et coiilote menitis pectore, ihitelligit recordatus carmen a se compo.
situm, quo villnleratum militein per ejusmodi mortis imniincom obiisse tra-
diderat, versus ipwsO retulit; eaque iUi suprema vox fuit." (Ibid., liber
xv, v7t).)

* Esop bas well indicated the necessity of fair play amongst the parts of
She living body in that noted fable, tthe belly and die menmbers", whicll thie
illustrious cousul Mtenenius Agrippa o.ce turned to suclh useful account in
-he early and factious stage of the Itomatn republic, anjd which the modern
physiologist might often rememiiber witlh advantage.
+ I have tried on several occasions to repeat some of the experiments of

WVilsou Pbilip. But the blood lost dniriii- the careful rermnvul of the braini
alone has always rendered me dissatistied with tie results obtained. At
some future day I may refer specially to these experimeuts.

S Ou this piint, see the excellent anid commoni senise remarlis of l)r. Bos.
tck, in reference to Sir Benijsminii Brodie's experinienjtal researches on the
caus of the anmal emperaure. (PkpFlopy, p. 448. Third edition, 136.)

ments afte removal of the cerebro-spinal axis, it would be
necesay first to find out how long the heart will continue
forcibly to beat with the nervous system perfect, but with
the digestive process entirely arested-how long, in short,
the same circle of blood will make its rounds freely, sup-
porting the tissues, and undergoing at every moment a
chemical change, without the reception of new pabulum
from the abdominal viscera.
But adverting to another subject, the action of narcotic

substances taken into the body, whether by inhalation,
digestion, or direct introduction into the circulation, affords
a good example of the fact that what are considered purely
as nervous functions, viz., consciousness, sensation, and all
voluntary motions, may be fairly and fully suspended, with-
the heart ceasing to beat, or, indeed, without its undergoing
any very extraordinary changce.
An animal under the profouind influence of chloroform,

can scarcely be said to give evidence of a sinegle function of
a nervous kind; it feels not, it sees not, it hears not, it
tastes not, it moves not, it thinks not-it is as an animal
without a nervous system at that moment, as a plant of a low
order, or as an acephalous child in the womb of its mother.
Yet the heart of the same senseless being beats on in oppo-
sition to the general death; and, if the administration of
the poison is stopped, it succeeds in time, not only in re-
covering its own full force, but in releasing the nervous
system itself from its bondage, by driving the destructive
agent out of the body through the various eliminatory
channels. The effects here indicated are even more forcibly
brought out in narcotism with the ftumes of the lycoperdon
giganteum, than in narcotism from chloroform; while a
hybernating animal affords an instance of complete sus-
pension of the nervous functions, with continued action of
the heart for weeks and months at a time.

Lastly, in speaking of the effects of narcotic poisons on the
heart, what can more remarkably show tbe independence
of that organ of any nervous influence, thaa the well known
fact that an animal may be so completely narcotised with
the Woorali poison, that the natural function of respiration
may absolutely cease, while yet the heart remains in such
active motion, that if a little continued assistance be ren-
dered it in the way of artificial respiration, it shall succeed
in driving out of the body the poisonous principle in the
course of a few hours ?*
To pursue another line of argument. Let me recall

attention to the fact, that the most important derangements
and diseases of the cerebro-spinal axis miay be present, with-
out the actiou of the heart being seriously disturbed. The
nervous centres may be softened in structure, may be
pressed on by tumours, bone, or coagula, and every form of
paralysis may present itself in other parts of the system;
almost the whole of the body, indeed, may suffer some im-
pairment of functioni; and still the heart, so long as it is
supplied with blood, shall play on, and, by distributing
faithfully that which it receives, shall continue to the last
in endeavouring to support life.
The records of muilitary and civil surgery afford instances

innumerable of injuries of the head of the most serious cha-
racter, without any remarkable change in the heart stroke
of the individuals in whom they occurred. The standard
case of Mr. Cline's, related by Sir Astley Cooper, in which
a sailor, after receiving a fracture of the skull, laid for thir-
teen months dead to all intents and p)urposes, except that
his stomach assimilated, his chest played, and his heart
pumped, indicates clearly how independent the heart is of
everything, save the acts of respiration and digestion.

If I were inclined to admit, for discussion's sake, the pro-
position that diseases of the convulsive type have for their
prime and only source a disordered nervous action, I mnight
refer to the steadiness of the heart's beat in the midst of
the most violent commotiotn of the voluntary muscles, as in

* Mr. Watertoii aid Professor Sewell kept an ass poisonied with wourali
alive for four hours by wueasis of artilicial resloiration. ['lie iniiuiiul -ecovered,
anid lijedl for yesrs unider the naime of Wouralia. (See W\attrtoa's Wvander-
ina. Third edition, i. 84.)
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89#. ORIGINAL CMI ON__
chc;a, epilepsy, tetanus, and hysteria; but I do not allow
the trth of the proposition, and I cannot therefore in
Jionesty force the inference that might be drawn from it.
The reation of the heart to the nervous system in the

early periods of embryonic life, is another subject which
deserves particular regard. Without desiring to press the
satement that there exists in vertebrate animals a pulsat-
ing organ, which afterwards becomes the heart, previous to
the development of the elements of the nervous system, this
must be contended for, that there is such a pulsating organ
long previous to a connexion by nervous cords between it and
any nervous centre. The first strokes of the embryonic heart
are consequently independent of nervous influence; and, as
these first pulsations cannot but be taken as the types of
all that are to follow, on what grounds can we reasonably
suppose that the heart will in after life become dependent
on a system, which it must itself be continually supplying
with power to ensure the necessary reaction on itself I

It is scarcely necessary to state the general fact, though
it comes in well at this place, that throughout the animal
creation, the size and power of the heart, end the activity
of the circulation, bear no relation to the development
of the nervous system in general, or of its patticular
ganglia.
On the grounds, then, that blood can only reach the brain

in proportion as it is propelled thither by the heart; that,
in syncope, the return of the leading functions of the
nervous system is secondary always to the return of the
heart's beat; that the action of the heart may fail, while
the functions of the nervous system generally remain un-
affected except secondarily to the failure of the heart itself;
that the cerebro-spinal axis being removed, or its functions
destroyed, by the influence of narcotic agents, the heart
will act so long as artificial respiration is kept up; that
the fnetus in utero will live without the brain and cord; that
the most serious and extensive injuries and diseases may
sometimes happen to the nervous system, without aiiy ex-
traordinary modification in the action of the central circu-
lating organ; that in embryonic life the pulsations of the
heart precede any kind of connexion between itself and the
nervous centres; and that the size and power of the heart
are not in any way related to the general or special deve-
lopments of the nervous system of any animal-on these
grounds, I dispute the general thesis, that the brain exer-
cises any direct influence over the heart; or that the recum-
bent position of the body relieves in syncope, by supplying
the brain with blood in the first place, and the heart with
renewed nervous energy in the second.

I am aware that it is no easy matter to obtain a victory
over the two points, the correctness of which I here take
the liberty of doubting; since they descend from high
authorities, and receive a prominent but false support from
one or two collateral facts, which I am desirous neither to
ignore or avoid. I have been reminded, for instance, of
some experiments of Sir Astley Cooper, in which that dis-
tinguished surgeon checked the circulation of the blood
passing through the arteries ascending to the brain, and
produced death by bringing on an arrest in the play of the
heart. These experiments, however, in the perusal of which
I have spent much time, though highly interesting and
valuable as experiments, have led to very incorrect deduc-
tions, from the simple fact that the results derived from
them were attributed to a false cause. Sir Astley found
that, when the vertebral and carotid arteries were tied
simultaneously in a dog, the animal recovered from the
effects of the operation; but that if a rabbit were the animal
operated on, the two vessels had to be tied at different periods,
or death resulted. The inference that sprang out of these
experiments was, that the death in the case of the rabbit,
when the two arteries were simultaneously compressed,
arose from a suppression of the blood flowing to the brain.
It is obvious, however, that if such a sudden suppression
of the blood going to the brain would at once destroy a
rabbit, it would as readily destroy a dog, inasmuch as the
anastomosis of vessels is as free in the former as in the
latter animal-and as auastomosis cannot be set up imme-

diately. But if we examine closly into the peuliait
of the hearts of these animals, and inquir into the efects
on the heart, which aise from a sudden shortening of the
vascular circuit, we shall detect a distinct cause for the
varying results, without having the slightest occaion to
resort to the mere idea of a checked supply of blood to the
brain.

It is probable that almost every physiologist will assent
to the simple mechanical proposition, that if two of the
main vessels leading from a heart are compressed by a liga-
ture, and the currents of blood flowing through them ar
fairly cut off, the heart itself must for a brief period suC-
ceeding be deranged and overburthened by the increased
load of blood that is thrown upon it. It is obvious, indeed,.
that the dilatation of smaller vessels into larger ones, by
which the principle of anastomosis is carried out, depends
for its origin and completion on an increased power in the-
beat of the central circulating organ. That this proposition.
is really true, I shall prove at some future time by reference-
to experiment. Whenever, therefore, an important obstacle,,
such as I have described, is thrown in the way of the circu-
lating current, the difficulty will be disposed of, if disposed
of at all, by the heart having sufficient muscular power to
resist it, and to open free channels for the re-conveyance of
blood through the parts in which the suppression occurs.
It thus follows that, if a similar operation for the ligature
of arteries be performed on any two animals, the results.
will vary with the muscular power of the heart in each.
And on this fact alone, as I believe, depended the difference
in the operations on dogs and rabbits performed by Sir A.
Cooper. The dogs bore the simultaneous occlusion of two
large arterial channels, because their hearts were powerful
enough to drive on the blood-current in spite of the obstacle.
The rabbits died, not because blood was turned off from
their brains, but because their hearts, naturally feeble in
structure, succumbed under the burthen to which they were
exposed. Thus Sir A. Cooper's experiments teach us the one-
simple, though all-important fact, that the success that shall
follow the tying of a large artery has for one of its elements
the capabilities of the heart, from which the vessel springs,
to meet an emergency.
A second argument in favour of the direct influence of'

the brain on the heart is, that failure of the heart,
ending in syncope, is not uncommonly the effect of s.
sudden mental emotion. This, it is affirmed, cannot
but be evidence of a primary action on the brain, and
secondary from the brain on to the heart. Dr. Alison is
constantly harping on this string; and, at the meeting of
the Medical Society of London, when the abstract of this.
paper was read, one of the Fellows, my friend Mr. Hinton,.
brought forward the same argument, as proof indisputable-
of the incorrectness of my views. But when the assumptioi*
of the direct influence of the brain on the heart is taken up
calmly, even on this high ground, it falls in twain. The-
influence on the heart in cases of fright, is not a direct act.
froim the brain to the heart, but from the brain to the.
organs of respiration and common volition, and through.
them to the circulating organ. It is the voluntary and.
semi-voluntary muscles that fail first. The frightened maw
forgets to breathe, and fails to move, just for the opposite
reason that the collected man, when about to make a violent
effort, invariably preludes the attempt with a long and weliL
sustained inspiration. Failing to inspire, then, the heart
of the frightened man necessarily flags, and that so quickly,
that its inaction does look at first sight very much li'ke v
direct failure, derived from the brain.
That the effect of a mental emotion on the heart is of the-

indirect kind, is shown by the fact that, in some cases.
where such emotions have caused death in persons suffering:
previously with a weakened condition of the cardiac struc-
ture, the walls of the heart on the right side have been found.
ruptured, and the lungs congested. The rupture of the
heart in these cases arises clearly from a mechanical cause.
The circulation through the lungs has become impeded,
and, in endeavouring to force on the blood in the face of
the difficulty, the enfeebled heart has burst. A healthy
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h.arllunder like circumstances, would only be temporarily
put a'otk and might recover itself in time.
The means, too, which we adopt to restore persons suffer-

i from fright or mental emotion, are directed specially to
the respiratory organs. We put ammonia to the nose; we
supply plenty of fresh air; we dash water on the chest.
These measures, so succesful in the majority of cases, have
no direct effect on the heart; but they stimulate the re-
spiratory muscles into new play; they make the patient
sigh and inspire deeply; they re-establish, in short, the
normal respiration; and the heart, thus freed of its
chains, soon responds to the improvement, and beats ini
true time.
But the best mode that the inquirer can pursue to assure

himself of the order of symptoms in cases of syncope from
mental emotion, is for him to watch those symptoms in a
case of the kind, as every practitioner of medicine can
soon and readily do. Timid women, about to have teeth
extracted, are good subjects for such observations. The
first step of the process of fainting in such cases begins
some time before the peculiarly marked symptoms of syn-
cope appear, perhaps, indeed, before the patient is posi-
tivelyfeedin faint; and that first step, which may be going
on for a great many seconds, consists in a well marked mo-
dification of the respirtory movements. The breathing is
irregzdar, 8ubdued, and 8sow. The pulmonic circulation
being thus disturbed, the heart soon becomes embarrassed,
and palpitates so palpably that the person fainting feels it.
This palpitation is but a struggle on the part of the heart
to free itself; and occasionally it so far succeeds that re-
covery takes place without the manifestation of further
failure; in other cases, the primary cause continues, and
the heart, unable to speed on, fails also more or less; the
whole circulation is thus arrested, and the organs of sensa-
tion and motion losing their support (the blood) fall into a
state of temporary death. The train of symptoms I have
here marked out are not only analogous to, but are identical
with, that variety of syncope which frequently comes on in
-weakly persons after a form of violent exercise, such as
running or rowing. Here the respiratory muscles, tiring
under the exertion, at last almost cease to act, rendering
their possessor, as the people happily express it, " breath-
less ", with his heart palpitating violently, his face pale as
marble, and with his own internal sensations intimating
that, if he does not put a stop to his violence, it will soon
put a stop to him.*

The influence of the respirtion on the motion of the
heart is a physiological subject of very ancient date. It
particularly interested Haller, who made several shrewd
and correct observations concerning it. That immortal
philosopher erred, however, in that he looked at the matter
in too mechanical a manner, and that he did not under-
stand those beautiful chemical views which have been de-
veloped in more modern times; though he was well ac-
quainted, I presume, with the general fact that the heart's
action speedily fails during a prolonged expiration, and is
as quickly restored by a renewed inspiration.
Two years since, while watching a patient in conjunction

with my friend Dr. Willis, I had an excellent opportunity
for observing the depressing effect on the heart of a pro-
longed expiration. The patient had for some months pre-
viously been paralysed in his upper and lower limbs; but
the respirations, the heart-beats, and the digestive func-
tions, continued good, so that he lived on without any

* There is another sensation often arising immediately from fright, whichl
pople not uncommonly describe as " the heairt rising inito the niouth"; by
which is implied a kiud of leaping sickeniing senisationl in the clhest, uf a very
marked and disagreeable character. As the heart has no point ol attachment
towards which it could be drawn, it is absurd to sup)pose that the senisation
comes from the heart, according to the popular opiniion. It is obviously con-
nected with irregular movements of the diaphragm; and indicates that the
respiratory muscles are the first to sutler in syneoope from mental sbhoks.

In a case of sudden death, after a brief inhalation of chloroform, which
occurred lately at St. George's Hospital, the fatal result was o)Wing, I doubt
not, to syncope or syncopal asphyxia, induced, not by an over-dose of thie
anesthetic, but by the patient in her agitation failing to breath with force
sufficient for the maintenance of life. On this case, see a letter in the
Mtedical Times and GCazette of Juue 10thi, by Dr. Sinow, wihose writings are
always characterised by remarkable clearness of thouight andi strict adherence
t° broad physiological principles.

immediate sign of death. At last, the respirations became
irregular, and danger showed itself. The irregularity of
the movements of the chest was of the following kind.
a long and deep inspiration; an immediate, free, and
quick expiration; a pause, varying from three to five, and
often to ten, seconds. It seemed indeed sometimes-the
interval of no breathing was so marked-as if another
breath would never be taken. This state lasted for more
than twelve hours, and the modification in the radial pulse
and in the beat of the heart was the following. During the
interval between the termination of the expiration and the
recommencement of the inspiration, the pulse was at a posi-
tive stand, and the heart-beat was not audible. As the chest
filled with the inspiration, the pulse rapidly rose, making
eight or ten powerful beats, and continuing to beat until
the end of the expiratory act. As time went on, this state
of the respiration and circulation became still more remark-
able; the result being that the heart so completely stopped
during a long pause in the respiration as not to start again
with the filling of the chest, upon which the breathing, too,
soon ceased of necessity, leading to that absolute change in
the character of the body which we describe in the mono-
syllable death.
The effect of the breathing on the heart may indeed be

easily detected by the examination of the heart of a healthy
person during forced inspirations and expirations. From
several experiments of this kind, I find, first, that the heart
always beats a little more rapidly durincg an inspiration
succeeding to a prolouged expiration; second, that, at the
termination of either a prolonged inspiration or expiration,
the heart-beat begins signally to fail, this failure being by
far the most marked at the end of the expiration. Indeed,
the heart may be brought to what seems a complete stand
for three or four seconds in persons who have the power of
refusing to inspire for a little tiime, after a long and slow
process of expiration; and I doubt not that the peculiar
faculty of stopping his heart, possessed by Colonel Towns-
end, of famous physiological memory, is explainable on the
principles and facts I have here laid down.
As I before said, Haller and his cotemporaries were

well aware of the influence of the respiratory movements on
the beat of the heart, and had the facts of that influence
correctly before them. In trying, however, to explain these
facts on simple mechanical grounds, they necessarily failed,
because it was shown that the lungs nmight be comlpressed
from fluids injected or exuded into the pleural cavities,
without exciting any modification in the frequency or force
of the heart-beat, although the breathing was quickened
and rendered laborious by the compression. We know in
this da-y that the influence of imperfect respiration on the
heart is in part chemical and in part mechanical. We
have learned that the lungs may be fully inflated
with gaseous substance, and yet that the heart will stop
quickly, unless the same gas contain oxygen in due quan-
tity, of pure quality, and unmixed with any agent that
shall check its free combination with oxidizable materials.
We also are aware that if a free chemical communion be-
tween blood and oxygen does not constantly take place in
the lungs, the blood can no longer make the pulmonic
circuit freely, and that the right side of the heart speedily
receives an overplus of blood, and the left side a diminished
portion in consequence.

In the remarks I have made on the influence of respira-
tion on the heart, I have referred to experiments in which
the inspirations and expirations were intentionally and
forcibly modified. These kind of inquiries, however, only
affect the question of syncope from mental emotion in-
directly. In cases of this kind, there are no forcible and
prolonged inspirations or expirations, but a diminution be-
low the natural standard in the extent of each-a much more
serious matter; for when a person takes in deep inspirations,
and throws off free expirations, or when, on the contrary,
he takes short and quick inspirations and expirations, he
may breathe sufficiently, though irregularly; and the
result will be, that the heart will follow in the same tmin,
and will beat with sufficient force. but not in true time
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,- condition not absolutely Inimical to life. But, in
ainting, the breathing is actually slackened; the inspi-
itions are few and faint; the expirations are in pro-
ption; the free chemical action, therefore, that should
take place in the lungs does not occur, and the heart, unable
to drive the blood round from its right to its left side,
fails inevitably. It is probably in a similar way that over
doses of chloroform, ether, hydrocyanic acid, and many.
other substances, destroy life, when received into the lungs
m vapour. Electricity, too, kills perhaps in like manner,
as well as several other instruments of death which produce
what is called asphyxia; for, when an animal dies in a few
seconds from any sudden derangement in the heart or
lungs, the distinctions between syncope and asphyxia taper
down to very fine points indeed.
The effects of blows on the epigastrium, producing sud-

den death from syncope, have been pointed out to me as
proofs that the heart is subject to a direct influence de-
rived from the cerebro-spinal axis: for what, it is asked,
can cause death in these cases, except that the blow given
comes direct upon the solar plexus of nerves, the shock to
which is immediately communicated to the cerebro-spinal
axis, and thence to the heart? It is almost impossible to
refute, in language strong enough, this shallow explanation
of the effects of blows on the stomach; which, in truth,
most physiologists admit to be an hypothesis rather made to
fill up a gap temporarily, than as one bearg an air of proba-
bility. The influence of a blow in the epigastrium, in pro-
ducing syncope, is to my mind explainable on the simplest
principles. As a sharp stroke across the elevator muscles
of the arm paralyses them, and takes from the motion of
the limb, so a blow on the epigastrium, coming directly, as
-it must, into contact with the diaphragm, paralyses that
muscle, and puts an immediate stop to inspiration. Why
the heart should fail under such circumstances, is suffi-
ciently plain after what has been already written. The
common expression used in reference to such cases, " that
the wind has been knocked out of the body", may thus be
-considered as conveying not only a correct idea of what
seems to occur, but a correct description of what actually
does occur.

In the foregoing remarks, then, I have tried to prove
that there is no direct connexion between the functions of
the brain and the action of the heart. To some minds, so
much evidence in the way of disproof will be considered
unnecessary-such minds, I mean, as would consider the
question on broad principles of the cI priori character, and
would argue that no one who understands the wisdom of
nature would imagine that the heart should be placed in any
direct connexion with the mind, or the mind's organ, to be
swayed about by every passing thought, to be squeezed on
itself like the hand, or shut up and opened at discretion, like
the mouth. The samereasonersmightalsourge that theheart,
as Harvey long ago pointed out, and as has been proved over
and over again since, is without sensation; that we feel not
the motion of its blood passing through it, or of its valves
opening and shutting; and that, in fact, if we did not hear
it now and then, when it is much put about, or feel it
tilting against sensitive structures, we might live to the
age of Methuselah, and not know from any evidence uncon-
nected with anatomical learning that the space filled up by
an organ so constantly moving was filled up by anything at
all. I would, however, remind reasoners of this class, first,
that numerous physiological problems are thickly overlaid
with fantastically devised mysteries, which some defend and
admire because they render such problems too profoundly
complicated either to be understood by the ordinary and
common-sense processes of human thought, or to be recog-
nised by the queen of nature herself as containing even the
germs of original conceptions emanating from her; se-
condly, that however certain a physiologist may feel
that he sees a simpler explanation of any fact than that
which is commonly given, he ought, out of respect both to
courtesy and valour, to be prepared to discuss the whole
5uestion, and to shrink from no point that may be thrown
in opposition, be it ever so strong or ever so absurd.

It is from thee motim that the la
been comped. I e, or believe se, 4 md:
simpler eplatio of the good dets of the horWiztl
posture in synoope, than that which hu been -o&red by
many eminent writers, aid which is still zealousy
in our schoels; and, anxious "to put off the old beow
putting on the new", I have entered carefully into a t-
tion otailthose arguments in favour of a direct relaton-
ship between the nervous system and the heart, on which
the old theory is based. I can new without hesitation de-
seribe mjy own views.

[To be continued.]
Mortlke, June 185.

FURTHER OBSERVATIONS
ON THE ATMOSPHERIC CHANGES

RELATING TO CHOLERA.*
By Y. A. HINGESTON, Esq.

THAT an overcast sky and damp weather alone are not the
only conditions requisite for the development of the Asiatic
cholera, the meteorology of the month of June, just ended,
is sufficient to testify; for, with the exception of about ten
days, the whole of that month has been cloud,y, misty, or
rainy, and yet cholera has not prevailed. At the same
time, it must be admitted that several indications of the
disease being close at hand have not been wanting. Thus,
two deaths from cholera were registered, the one at Mile
End New Town on the 26th, and the other in Limehoue
on the 27th of May; showing that a state of atmosphere of
a choleraic character had preceded their appearance by two
or three days. On referrmig to my diary of the weather, I
find the following entries. (Table I.)
About tho 31st of May, diarrhcea presented itself in this

town, as was pointed out to me by Dr. Bayes, one of the
Physicians of the Brighton Dispensary. In the preceding
table of the weather, it must be remuarked that, althoug
there was both rain and a calm, yet the other conditios
that usually accompany the outbreak of cholera were alto.
gether absent. For instance, the mortality was a6ov,
and not below, the average; the barometer stood at change,
instead of at fair; and it was rainy and wet, instead of
being moist and dry, as is the case during the cholera
periods. All these indications tend to prove that the par-
ticular element, be it what it may, which constitutes the
active principle of the disease, and presses up the mercury
in the barometer to fair in the midst of a cloudy moist at.t
mosphere, was not present on the occasion just quoted, or
at least was not present in any degree of intensity.

In addition to the foregoing remarks, I wish to draw the
attention of those who study this interesting question to
the fact that, besides these remote signals of the proximity
of cholera in the atmosphere, there were other symptoms of
its being likely to occur observable in the pathology of
the prevailing character of disease. Jaundice has been
frequent during this spring, and an indigestion in the form
of subacute gastritis. The urea, which was obvious in the
urine previous to the month of March, has greatly dimi-
nished, or it has entirely disappeared. The specific gravity
has been low, and once I observed the phosphatic character,
which seemed to arise from some unassignable cause, as no
disease was present that could reasonably account for it.

But, during the month of June, there were three days
marked by all the essentials of the choleraic atmosphee,
which, had it continued, would quickly have produced the
disease in its worst form. The following is the extract
from my diary. (Table II.)
No cases of cholera were registered in Iondon subs

quently to these three remarklble days; but eighteen cases
were reported at Glasgow about this time, and a number of
deaths. The local authorities imputed the outbrk of the
disease to the " removal of a number of wells which had

VVide ASSOCIATION JoP0IAL, 21s April, 14 p. on.
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